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MDEC-GCEL MOU TO BOOST E-COMMERCE LANDSCAPE

Bernama Media – Wed, Mar 30, 2011

KUALA LUMPUR, March 30 (Bernama) -- Multimedia Development Corp (MDeC) has

signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Global Coalition for Efficient

Logistics (GCEL) to develop Malaysia''s e-commerce landscape by connecting the

businesses to global markets.

Its chief executive officer, Datuk Badlisham Ghazali, said the collaboration

would allow businesses to maximise operating cost savings.

"The MOU will pave the way for potential optimisation of global trade

between various economies via speedier transactions in international trade and

ultimately lower trading costs," he said at the ceremony to sign the MOU with

GCEL.

Also present was Deputy Minister of International Trade and Industry (MITI),

Datuk Mukhriz Mahathir.

Earlier, Mukhriz said trade played an important role in economic

development.

"If there is anything that can make the whole system more efficient, even a

one per cent savings can translate into a lot of value," he said.

Meanwhile, Tan Sri Abdul Rahman Mamat, chairman of Asia Logistics Council

said GCEL would provide MDeC with the knowledge and tools to undertake a

nationwide survey to study the needs and expectations of Malaysia''s trade

community concerning global commerce.

"The MOU between GCEL and MDEC follows the successful completion of GCEL''s

Awareness Campaign throughout Asia," he said.

He said GCEL was now embarking on a similar campaign in the Middle East and

Africa, Europe and the Americas.

GCEL, he said, recently, signed an MOU with the League of Arab States in

Cairo as a strategic partner in the HumanWealth Programme in Middle East and

Africa.

"The GCEL''s HumanWealth Programme will bring economic benefits to Malaysia

by making it more competitive and lower cost of trade, saving Malaysia

US$8.9 billion annually," he said.

GCEL, based in Geneva, is a non-profit public-private partnership that

brings together leading firms, governments and non-profit organisations to lower

the cost of trade and trigger economic development in the world. -- BERNAMA
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